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Abstract

The past ten years has seen a urry of re-
search activity into the behavioural control of
autonomous mobile robots. Yet despite this ef-
fort, many researchers are of the opinion that be-
havioural robots are incapable of achieving tasks
more complex than simple can collecting, box
pushing, herding or moving in formation. If such
robots are to gain industrial credibility, these
criticisms must be addressed. To focus the re-
search we have studied the application of multiple
mobile robots to a complex nuclear plant decom-
missioning problem. We argue that it is possible
for multiple mobile robots to co-operatively per-
form a complex task provided that solutions to
a number of key issues are incorporated into a
behavioural control architecture. These include:
behaviour conict resolution, behaviour adapta-
tion and behaviour scheduling. We have designed
behavioural control methods to address these is-
sues and our work has resulted in the creation of
a behaviour synthesis architecture (BSA) which
has been implemented on two real mobile robots.
The application of the BSA to our complex in-
dustrial task is detailed and the results from the
work are presented.

Introduction

UK Robotics Ltd. in collaboration with the University

of Salford, have for some time been investigating the

area of multiple autonomous co-operant mobile robots.

Initial work (Barnes 1993) laid the foundations for

our current project: Multiple Automata for Complex

Task Achievement (MACTA)(Barnes & Aylett 1994).

The previous project focused upon a material han-

dling application involving two mobile robots known
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as Fred and Ginger. The research resulted in the de-

sign and implementation of a behavioural robot control

architecture (Barnes 1996) capable of providing au-

tonomous co-operant control of our two mobile robots.

The application of this architecture, known as the be-

haviour synthesis architecture (BSA), was successfully

demonstrated in our research laboratory. The task ex-

ecuted by the two robots was the co-operant relocation

of an object (a perspex `tray'), while avoiding obstacles

en route. The research showed that co-operation could

be achieved between autonomous robots and that be-

havioural control was a powerful facilitor in such sit-

uations. Since this early work, we have concentrated

on increasing substantially the complexity of the task

presented to our robots and have begun to address the

new research problems that this has generated. Our

current research is focused upon a nuclear plant de-

commissioning problem that requires complex task ex-

ecution by multiple co-operant mobile robots. This

paper elaborates upon our industrial application prob-

lem and provides an overview of the foundations for

the research.

Industrial focus

There are hundreds of nuclear reactors in service and

under construction around the world and as many of

these reactors were built prior to 1980, it means that

a major decommissioning bill will fall due shortly af-

ter the turn of the century. With current technol-

ogy, plant dismantling is still a labour-intensive pro-

cess and the design of equipment for dismantling, es-

pecially remote equipment, is still in its infancy. Cur-

rently, critical decommissioning activities involve the

use of multiple manually controlled robotic devices.

One scenario requires two mobile robots to manipu-

late objects from one to the other, while being visually

monitored by an operator with the aid of several other

mobile robots. This is a multi-robot, multi-degree-of-

freedom problem and requires signi�cant concentration

and skill on the part of the human operator. Un-



derstandably, dismantling productivity is well below

that of a comparable non-radioactive environment and

safety is of paramount importance. It is upon this nu-

clear plant decommissioning problem that our research

has focused and to investigate this application area, we

have devised a laboratory based robot task involving

our Fred and Ginger robots. This task is described as

follows:

1. Fred navigates through our laboratory to a docking

beacon. Ginger tracks Fred.

2. He then docks with this beacon and acquires an ob-

ject (a pipe section).

3. After acquiring the object he then navigates with the

object around the laboratory. Ginger moves nearer

to Fred.

4. He transfers the object to Ginger while they are both

still moving. Ginger acquires the object and �nally

navigates across the laboratory to a target location

where the object is deposited.

This is a complex task that requires a range of robot

capabilities. Navigation, obstacle avoidance, beacon

docking, tracking, object acquisition/release and co-

operant object transfer are all essential. Yet these

activities must be correctly sequenced and an opera-

tor clearly does not want to be involved in having to

control manually every single motion of both robots.

Rather it is far more appropriate to allow the robots

to solve behaviourally their local problems of obstacle

avoidance, beacon navigation, tracking e.t.c. However,

to apply a behavioural control r�egime to a complex

task such as this, is far from trivial and a number

of key issues were identi�ed. Firstly, the number of

behaviours required for the task means that many of

these are potentially competing with one another at

any given point in time. Our robots however, can only

perform one activity at a time, hence some form of

behaviour conict resolution was required. Secondly,

given that the task requires a large number of inter-

acting behaviours, `hand-crafting' these so as to gener-

ate the desired task achieving behaviour, is extremely

di�cult. While small behaviour numbers are manage-

able, as more are added, honing these by hand becomes

impractical and hence some form of automated be-

haviour adaptation was required for this purpose. Fi-

nally, behavioural control architectures have been used

extensively in the context of enabling an autonomous

robot to perform a single task, not a sequence of tasks.

Therefore, for a behavioural control approach to be

adopted that requires each robot to perform a sequence

of operations, some form of behaviour scheduling was

required. The following sections detail our research

into these key issues.

Behaviour conict resolution

The activity of co-operating behavioural robots can be

regarded as a continuum between two basic types of di-

verse behaviour. At one extreme, the behaviour can be

regarded as being essentially egotistic, where a robot

is concerned purely with self directed behaviour, e.g.

obstacle avoidance and energy conservation. At the

other extreme their behaviour can be regarded as be-

ing essentially altruistic, e.g. when a group of robots

need to work together to perform some common task.

Multiple robots co-operatively relocating an object is

an example of such behaviour. However, these diverse

types of behaviour are essentially in conict! The �rst

would cause a robot to remain stationary and to stay

well away from all other objects within its environ-

ment, including other robots, while the other type of

behaviour would drive a robot to team up in close prox-

imity with its fellows to perform an activity of work.

Given the di�erent behaviours that can be found in

single robot, monad and multi-robot, polyad scenarios,

the research focused upon the design of a control archi-

tecture that could accommodate such diverse and con-

icting behaviour types. What emerged was the BSA,

see �gure 1, and it constitutes an important addition to

the mobile robot control architectures of Arkin (Arkin

1989) and Brooks (Brooks 1986). For purely concep-

tual convenience, four di�erent behaviour levels in the

architecture were identi�ed:

� A self level contains those behaviours concerned

with the maximisation and replenishment of inter-

nal resources, e.g. remaining stationary to conserve

battery power.

� An environment level contains those motion be-

haviours associated with activities involving other

objects within the robot's environment, e.g. colli-

sion avoidance.

� A species level contains those behaviours associated

with co-operant activities e.g. maintaining a correct

position and orientation with respect to an object

while co-operatively relocating this object.

� A task level contains those behaviours speci�c to a

particular task, e.g. navigating to the initial loca-

tion of an object to be relocated, then subsequent

navigation to the desired goal location.

Sensory stimuli, from our developed robot sensor

systems, provide the appropriate internal and exter-

nal state information needed for the various behaviour
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Figure 1: The behaviour synthesis architecture (BSA).

levels and from each relevant level, appropriate motion

responses are generated that relate to the desired ac-

tuation. Any level can contain a number of behaviour

patterns, bp0s, where

bp =

�
r

u

�
(1)

and

r = fr(s) (2)

u = fu(s) (3)

r is the desired motion response and is a function, fr,

of a given sensory stimulus, s. Associated to every re-

sponse is a measure of its utility or importance, u. This

quantity is a function, fu, of the same sensory stimulus.

The use of utility originated from our early research

into formalisms for modelling co-operant behaviour.

Game theoretic studies (Von Neumann & Morgenstern

1953) showed that single and n-player games could be

used to model monad versus nature and monad1 versus

monad2 competitive and co-operant scenarios. Strat-

egy selection in these games is dependent upon the

information a player may have regarding their oppo-

nent's or partner's move and the relative utility (or

pay-o�) of any counter or co-operative move. As this

information is analogous to the sensory stimuli avail-

able to a robot and utility is used to great e�ect in

the selection of an appropriate strategy from a set of

possible strategies, it was realised that such a concept

could be incorporated within our control architecture.

Hence a bp de�nes not only what a robot's motion re-

sponse should be for a given sensor input, but it also
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Figure 2: Behaviour pattern example.

provides a measure as to how the relative importance

of this response varies with respect to the same sensor

input. The values of r and u constitute a vector known

as a utilitor. Figure 2 shows an example of a simple bp

that might exist at a given level. Consider the situa-

tion where the sensory stimulus relates to a robot's for-

ward facing distance to obstacle measuring sensor and

the associated motion response relates to the forward

translate velocity for that robot. From �gure 2 it can

be seen that as the robot gets nearer to the object then

its forward translate velocity will be reduced to zero.

At the same time, the associated utility for this motion

response increases. Thus as the robot gets nearer to

an object in its path, the more important it becomes

for the robot to slow down. At any point in time,

t, multiple conicting motion responses are typically

generated. For example, a robot may be navigating

towards a goal location while co-operatively relocating

an object when an obstacle unexpectedly appears in

its path and at the same time it senses that it must

recharge its batteries. In such a situation, what should

it do? In the BSA, conicting motion responses are

resolved by a behaviour synthesis mechanism to pro-

duce a resultant motion response. Competing utilitors

are resolved by a process of linear superposition which

generates a resultant utilitor, UXt where:

UXt =

mX
n=1

u(t;n) � e
j�r(t;n) (4)

and m equals the total number of related utilitors gen-

erated from the di�erent behaviour levels, e.g. all those

concerned with translation motion or those concerned
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with rotation motion. Given a resultant utilitor, a re-

sultant utility, uXt, and a resultant motion response,

rXt are simply obtained from

uXt =
jUXtj

m
(5)

and

rXt = arg(UXt) (6)

X identi�es the relevant degree of freedom, e.g. trans-

late or rotate, and the resultant motion response, rXt,

is then executed by the monad. From equation 4, it

can be seen that generating a resultant utilitor from

di�erent behaviour levels within the architecture con-

stitutes a process of additive synthesis, see �gure 3.

Behaviour adaptation

While behaviour based methods, such as subsumption

(Brooks 1986) and BSA o�er a direct mapping of sen-

sory stimuli to response, they su�er from an inability to

adapt to environments which demand a structured re-

sponse, such as escaping a dead end corridor. To solve

this problem we have been investigating the applica-

tion of fuzzy logic (Zadeh 1965), as fuzzy rule systems

can easily cope with such situations through linguistic

reasoning (Surmann, Peters, & Huser 1995). A fuzzy

controller is also normally very robust and can tolerate

major degradation of its rule structure, (Kosko 1992)

and insensitivity to noise or uncertainties in the control

inputs, which make it ideally suited to mobile robot

control (Watanabe & Pin 1993).

A Fuzzy control system works by encoding an ex-

perts knowledge into a set of rules which are smoothly

interpolated and the resultant is defuzzi�ed to give a

crisp actuation output. Each rule is speci�ed as ei-

ther a triangular, trapezoid or some other function e.g.

gaussian and assigned to some range of input variable.

Trapezoid functions were selected as these are compu-

tationally e�cient, which is a priority when used for

real-time control systems. The fuzzy rules normally

take the form

if (x isA) and (y isB) then (z isC) (7)

where x, y, z are linguistic variables representing in-

puts and outputs of the fuzzy controller, and A, B and

C are the terms for the variables in the universes of dis-

course X, Y , and Z. Fuzzy rules can be represented

by a fuzzy associative memory matrix, (FAM) (Kosko

1992). In this system the base dimensions represent

the input variables and each FAM entry represents an

output fuzzy set. There are typically 3 to 5 output

membership sets, e.g. negative large (NL), negative

small (NS), zero (ZE), positive small (PS), and positive

large (PL). Using a FAM representation, the weight for

the ith FAM entry was calculated using the minimum

rule

wi = minfFi(x); Fi(y)g (8)

where x and y represent the input dimensions of the

FAM. The total defuzzi�ed response for n output mem-

bership sets is then

FT =

X
i

(wi �Bi)

nX
i=1

wi

(9)

where Bi is the output fuzzy set. As the BSA uses a

utility function for each bp, it was realised that these

functions could provide a direct means of adapting the

relative utility of each behaviour from a higher level

of control. Our developed fuzzy control layer takes di-

rect sensory input and applies negative feedback, FT ,

on the utility of selected behaviours. The contribu-

tion of each behaviour is therefore adjusted dynam-

ically to suit the current set of environmental stim-

uli. The net e�ect is to allow the robot to focus on

its current response while maintaining some awareness

of a more general goal. An example of this is when

the robot enters a `potential well' while navigating to-

wards a beacon, see �gure 4. As the robot approaches

an obstacle, the importance of avoiding it increases

due to an active obstacle avoid fu function within the

BSA, mean while the fuzzy rule base responds by turn-

ing down the utility of moving towards the beacon,



Figure 4: Typical path of simulated coupled robots

using the BSA with behaviour adaptation.

fu(s)Nav := fu(s)Nav � FT . The emergent response

is for the robot to follow the perimeter of the obstacle

until a free path towards the beacon is found when it

returns to navigating in that direction. One advan-

tage of this method is the modularity of the system.

The utilities of multiple conicting behaviours can be

dynamically modi�ed prior to generating a resultant

utilitor, by increasing the number of input/output di-

mensions of a fuzzy rule base, without modifying the

set of bp0s themselves. Alternatively to avoid creating

a FAM with large numbers of input-output dimensions,

which are di�cult in themselves to design, small groups

of behaviours can be assigned to separate FAM's. The

principle di�culty in using a fuzzy system is the rapid

increase in possible combinations of rules along with

the number of input and output dimensions. This has

led many researchers to use global search algorithms

and arti�cial neural networks to �nd an optimum set

of rules. We have applied a standard genetic algo-

rithm (Holland 1992), to the process of selecting the

FAM entries, with manually selected fuzzy input sets

and functions. The encoding scheme for genetic opti-

misation takes each FAM entry and assigns it to a �xed

length binary vector, these are then strung together to

form a `chromosome' vector. Each complete FAM is

then evaluated against a speci�ed �tness function and

the normal process of re-combination applied to select

the �ttest matrix. In our experiments we have used a

�tness function that is a combination of avoiding col-

lisions with obstacles, minimising distance from a goal

beacon, and achieving a minimumdisplacement of our

coupling x-y table (described later).

Behaviour scheduling

Despite the success of the BSA, it did initially su�er

from a problem common to all behavioural architec-

tures. E�ectively, bp0s may interact in ways which

are not useful to the robot. While utility functions
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Figure 5: Behaviour script example. bp2 - bp5 repre-

sent appropriate behaviour patterns while s2 is a robot

to beacon distance measuring sensor.

are ideal in the context of generating a resultant robot

motion, they are sensor dependent not sub-task de-

pendent. Hence situations can arise when the associ-

ated utility for a particular bp needs to be forced to

zero, irrespective of its input sensor value. This ac-

tion e�ectively producing a bp of zero importance and

hence one which does not contribute to the resultant

motion response. We argue that the root of the prob-

lem is in allowing all bp0s to be active at all times

rather then restricting active behaviours to those most

useful for the achievement of a particular sub-task.

What was required was a means of allowing the task

structure to create a context in which only appropri-

ate bp0s would be activated. In the BSA, a structure

known as a behaviour script was designed precisely for

this purpose. A behaviour script consists of behaviour



packets, each of which contain a triplet: [sensor pre-

condition(s), bp0s, sensor post-condition(s)]. Sensor

pre- and post-conditions are a combination of a par-

ticular sensor and either an initiating or terminating

condition. These are similar to the continuous action

model implemented by Gat (Gat 1992) in which activ-

ities are initiated and terminated by conditions, while

Zelinsky's `graphical sketches' (Zelinsky, Kuniyoshi, &

Tsunkune 1994) represent a more specialised form of

this approach to navigation only. As each behaviour

packet within the behaviour script is carried out, the

pre-condition for the next is encountered so that �nally,

the whole script is executed. Hence this process con-

stitutes an ideal mechanism for scheduling behaviours.

Figure 5 illustrates the process of executing a fragment

of a behaviour script.

Results obtained

Our research prior to the MACTA project resulted in

the creation of an early version of BSA, bp0s to ac-

complish the co-operant object relocation task and a

simple behaviour packet to demonstrate the behaviour

script concept. To accomplish our new robot task, ad-

ditional hardware has been developed for our two mo-

bile robots together with new bp0s, a behaviour adap-

tation method and a full implementation of the be-

haviour script mechanism. The results from this work

are presented as follows:

Our behavioural co-operating robots

To perform our original co-operant object relocation

task, Fred and Ginger were equipped with ultra-sonic

sensors for obstacle detection and an instrumented self-

centering x-y table (historically known as the capture-

head) upon which the object to be relocated could

be placed. The capture-heads served the purpose of

providing each robot with information concerning the

cartesian position of the object relative to each robot's

central axis. When an object was in contact with each

capture-head, the two robots were e�ectively mechan-

ically coupled (just as two people are when jointly car-

rying an object) and this meant that the relative mo-

tion of one robot could be transmitted to the other

robot and vice versa. Distance data from an array of

ultra-sonic sensors and the x-y data from a capture-

head formed the sensory input to each robot's BSA.

Work on the project to date has resulted in additional

beacon sensors and manipulators being incorporated

into both Fred and Ginger. Figure 6 shows Fred and

Ginger with this added hardware. Our infra-red bea-

con design has been extended to function as an inter-

robot tracking system as well as being used for �xed

beacon location. The new manipulators each use a

Figure 6: Fred and Ginger with capture-heads, manip-

ulators, ultra-sonic and beacon sensors.

high torque d.c. motor (600 mNm continuous at 20

rpm) to drive two gripping �ngers. At present there is

no force feedback as only a simple on/o� action is re-

quired. The payload capacity is approximately 500 gm

with a reach of 20 cm and the maximum object diame-

ter is 11 cm. We have found that when the two robots

are coupled, when co-operatively transporting an ob-

ject, they act as an articulated unit. This is due to

the 3 DOF passive compliant capture-heads and an in-

duced rotation motion about the gripper vertical axes

due to gripper slip on the pipe section. This increases

the complexity of the control problem and e�ectively

reduces their operating velocity while coupled. How-

ever, the advantage of being able to acquire and release

an object automatically, as compared to performing

this task manually on our previous project, is a major

bene�t.

Behaviour adaptation and software
simulator

A dynamic simulation of our coupled mobile robots

has been created which runs the BSA and fuzzy con-

trol system. Each simulated robot has an equivalent

set of sensors to the physical robot, with oating point

representation. The simulation was implemented on a

486 PC and typical times to evolve a working FAM

are 10 to 20 hrs., depending on the population size

and the complexity of the environment. During tri-

als of the simulated robots, the use of a hierarchical

control structure enabled the robots to adapt the rela-

tive importance of their behaviours which signi�cantly

improved their ability to cope with di�cult environ-

ments. In particular they were able to successfully ne-

gotiate local minima in the `potential �elds' caused by

attraction to the goal and repulsion from the walls.

The evolved matrix was then transferred to our real

robots, which were directed to move through a simi-

lar real environment with walls positioned relative to



Figure 7: An evolved FAM action surface (population

size 22).

the scale of the simulated model. Data from the �r-

ing of each fuzzy rule was then stored for later anal-

ysis. Runs of the real robots were also made using

a hand-crafted FAM. By comparing the weight arrays

(i.e. complete record of all rule activity) between an

evolved and hand-crafted FAM, we have been able to

analyse whether it is viable to use an evolved control

structure for a real mobile robot when it forms part of

a hierarchical control system. From our observations

of the real robots, the use of evolution based methods

to assist in the design of a FAM action surface for the

purpose of providing behaviour adaptation has been

con�rmed. The important criteria appears to be lim-

iting the search space to optimising the interaction of

existing hand-crafted behaviours, rather then evolving

the entire set of behaviours from scratch. Figure 7

shows an evolved FAM action surface which takes two

inputs, distance to obstacles and displacement of the

x-y table. The output is applied as negative feedback,

FT , to the bp controlling attraction to the goal, (an

infra-red beacon on the real robot).

Behaviour patterns, packets and scripts

To move towards being able to achieve our laboratory

based robot task, we have had to develop new bp0s,

packets and scripts. Appropriate fr(s) and fu(s) func-

tions were initially hand-crafted via experimentation.

A FAM action surface for selected bp interaction was

then generated. When satis�ed with the performance

of a set of bp0s, they were then grouped into a be-

haviour packet for inclusion into a script. Generally,

behaviour packet generation is an iterative process re-

quiring a good deal of bp re�nement before they can

be put into a given task script. So far we have created

behaviour packets to co-operatively TRANSPORT an

object, NAVIGATE to a beacon, DOCK with a bea-

con, RELEASE an object and TRACK another robot.

Table 1 shows details of our TRANSPORT behaviour

packet. Identi�ed are those bp0s that are active dur-

ing this sub-task and table 2 shows their associated

SLOTS CONTENTS

name A

tag TRANSPORT

Active Behaviour 1. translate

Patterns 2. obstacle avoid

3. centre capture head

Sensory robot detects beacon

Postcondition

Table 1: TRANSPORT behaviour packet.

functions. As can be seen, simple functions have been

used for each required fr(s) and fu(s). As the robots

are capable of translate (forward/back-wards) and ro-

tate (clockwise/anti-clockwise) motion, then the bp0s

have been designed accordingly. Using our current be-

haviour packets we have been able to manually gener-

ate a script for each robot that causes:

1. Fred and Ginger to co-operatively transport a pipe

section.

2. When both robots are near a beacon, Fred releases

the pipe section. Ginger moves towards this beacon

and docks with it while carrying the pipe section.

3. After docking at the beacon, Ginger releases the

pipe. Fred tracks Ginger while Ginger executes sub-

task 2 above.

The successful execution of this script has demon-

strated that we have made signi�cant progress to-

wards achieving the full laboratory based robot task

described previously. Correct sub-task execution by

each robot requires the complete integration of all our

developed hardware and software and we have learnt a

great deal concerning behaviour pattern, package and

script generation. The lessons from this work have en-

abled us to investigate how to automate the process of

script generation and these results are presented in the

literature (Aylett et al. 1997).

Conclusions

Our early work into co-operant object relocation and

the resultant design of the BSA incorporating bp0s,

packets and scripts, laid the foundations for this

MACTA project. We have signi�cantly increased our

desired robot task achieving capability by focusing on

a complex nuclear plant decommissioning problem. To

investigate this domain our studies have involved the

use of both real and simulated robots. Our Fred and

Ginger mobile robots, used on our earlier work, have

been considerably enhanced in terms of both hardware

and software. They now sport new beacon detection



Description Translate bp's

translate.. .

Generates a constant r1 = 0:5

response with constant u1 = 0:5

utility.

obstacle avoid.. .

s1 - ultra sonic array. r2 = fr(s1) = �s1

Deccelerates robot when u2 = fu(s1) = s1

object detected. Negates

any +ve bp's with

max. initial utility.

centre capture head.. .

s2 - optical encoder. r3 = fr(s2) =
p
s2+ 1

`Over-damped' response to u3 = fu(s2) =
p
s2

sensor input with `under-

damped' utility.

Rotate bp's

obstacle avoid.. .

s1 - ultra sonic array. r4 = fr(s1) = s1 + 1

Rotate away from object u4 = fu(s1) = s1

with max. initial utility.

centre capture head.. .

s2 - optical encoder. r5 = fr(s2) =
p
s2

`Under-damped' response to u5 = fu(s2) =
p
s2

sensor input with `under-

damped' utility.

Table 2: Active bp0s for the TRANSPORT behaviour

packet. All r, s and u are normalised.

sensors and manipulators for object acquisition and re-

lease. Additional bp0s, packets and scripts have been

created to utilise this new hardware and a simulator

tool has been developed to generate higher level FAM

action surfaces that provide on-line feedback to ap-

propriate resident bp0s. This facility greatly enhances

the performance of our real robots when they are be-

haviourally executing a sub-task and we have success-

fully demonstrated Fred and Ginger performing key

sub-tasks of the intended �nal laboratory based de-

commissioning problem. With respect to the question

posed by the title of this paper: Many hands make light

work?, this can be answered in two ways. Firstly, be-

haviourally controlled autonomous mobile robots can

be successfully used to co-operatively achieve a com-

plex task, hence yes, they can make light work for

each other. But secondly, from the point of making

light work for the human operators who have to `pro-

gramme' such vehicles, behaviour conict, adaptation

and scheduling are essential features that must be in-

corporated into a behavioural architecture. Provided

these features are present, then yes, getting multiple

behavioural autonomous robots to do what you want

them to do is achievable!
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